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Sibling Rivalries
Growing up, my brother Tom (who is a year older than me) and I were often mistaken
for twins. I could never understand it because in my mind, we clearly look diﬀerent (and
I’m obviously the better looking one) but we were always about the same size growing up
and often competed on the same sports teams.
In high school, we were sparring partners on the wrestling team. Practice matches
could get very intense as we tried to best one another and on more than one occasion, the
whole team gathered around us, entertainingly watching us as we “went at it”. In practice
matches, we were rivals, but outside of practice we always had each other’s back. We
wrestled in adjacent weight classes and often provided a 1-2 punch for the team, taking out
the opponent’s light weights for a quick team lead. Our coach would sometimes jokingly
refer to us as “Cheeseburger and Fries”, “Peanut Butter and Jelly” or “Combo Deluxe”!
Growing up as identical twins, Jacob and Joshua have always been incredibly close, as
you can imagine. We joke that they were “Womb-mates”. But over the years, I’ve noticed
some of the same sibling rivalry tendencies that I shared with my brother.
The other day, I was hanging out with my friend Pat, who was also our twins’ 5th grade
Sunday School teacher. He shared about how they would show up early for Sunday School
and immediately begin working on the weekly “Word Scramble” activity. Jacob and Joshua
would feverishly attempt to be the first to finish, sometimes even arguing over who had
“won” the competition for that week. He laughed that they often seemed more interested in
beating the other one instead of figuring out how the activity connected with the lesson.
Even in running, there have been a number of occasions where things got heated and tempers
flared as one tried to outdo the other at practice. But on the track or out on the course, Jacob and
Joshua have always had each other’s back, often working together to outduel the competition.
It was not surprising to us that our boys applied to all the same colleges and made plans to go
the same school. Nor was it surprising, because of their discipline and desire for both academic
and physical challenge, that military academies were at the top of their list of college choices.
What we never really considered was the possibility that they could end up going to diﬀerent
colleges. Through a series of unforeseen circumstances, that’s exactly what has happened.
Beginning this summer, just 2 weeks after graduating, Jacob will report to the U.S. Naval Academy,
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rivalries aren’t always bad. Proverbs 27:17 says that
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“as iron sharpens iron, so one person sharpens
another.” A healthy version of rivalry can help push
us to become the best possible version of ourselves.
Our prayer for Jacob and Joshua, in this next season of life, is that even though they will
be attending rival schools and may even find themselves as rivals on the field, they will be
siblings first, pushing each other and rooting for one another to become the best possible
version of themselves.
We are grateful for you and your prayers for us and our twins. We would greatly
appreciate your continued prayers for them as they enter this
next season of life, not only being away from home but also being
without each other for the first time. And please pray for us too
as we oﬃcially become “empty nesters”.
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